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Native dancer at
Neighbourfest 2014
Details inside

Properties listed or sold in Crescent Heights by Richard Palibroda

Bridgeland $865000
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Richard Palibroda
Re/Max Real Estate Central

403-560-0061
palibror@telus.net

#1 RE/MAX Office in
the world* 1999 - 2011

Send me an email if you would like auto HOME searches for watching
new listings or sales in Crescent Heights or other neighborhood’s.
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www.calgaryarea.com/nw/crescenthts/crescent.htm

The First Centre Street Bridge
by Professor Z
Bridge construction can often be a tempestuous topic in civic politics. The
first decade of the 20th century in Calgary proved no exception.
By 1900, two major bridges spanned the Bow River, linking north Calgary
with the original settlement to the south. To the east, the Langevin
Bridge had been completed in 1890 and provided access to the CalgaryEdmonton trail. To the west, the Bow Marsh Bridge - predecessor of the
Louise Bridge - was constructed in 1888 and had opened up the Hillhurst
area and beyond to development. Although the present-day Crescent
Heights area was only sparsely settled at the time, in 1882 a ferry service
known as “Fogg’s Ferry” began river crossings in the Centre Street
vicinity.
It was not however until 1907 that a bridge would be constructed in the
area. The Bow River Bridge Company was then formed by Archibald
McArthur, an entrepreneur (and later a Liberal MLA) known by some as
the “Father” of Crescent Heights. McArthur had by 1906 acquired two
quarter sections of land, including the tracts upon which the nascent village
of Crescent Heights would come to be situated. He had begun selling
one acre parcels to speculators, who then became involved in further
subdivision of their property in anticipation of Calgary’s expansion in the
North Hill area. Once the prospects of a land rush in the area were well
underway, the construction of a bridge was seen as a necessity to make
the area attractive to prospective purchasers. McArthur held a one third
interest in the bridge company; other investors were property developers
also holding land interests on the north side of the river. Smaller interests
in the bridge company were held by such Calgary luminaries as Pat Burns
and William Roper Hull.
Once funding was in place, a British Columbia company was engaged to
construct a low level steel structure at a cost of $17,000. The bridge itself
did not follow a true north-south alignment as the current structure does;
to save costs it was erected perpendicular to the riverbank, resulting in
a southwest to northeast orientation. On the north side of the crossing,
a service road was in place by 1908 which continued in a north-easterly
direction toward what is now Samis Road; it then cut west across the
embankment, arriving at the top of the hill in the vicinity of Centre A Street
NW. Not surprisingly, McArthur and his family resided nearby on First
Street NW; their home was located on what is now the parking lot of the
LDS church.
- Continued on page 5
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RENFREW
AUTO SERVICE

Personalized service for your vehicle...

• Brakes and Tune-ups
• Fuel injection diagnostics
• Oil/Lube/Filter
• Coolant flush
• Transmission and
Power Steering flush

• General Repairs
• Vehicle Inspections
• Brake flush
• Tires/Batteries
• New car and old car
scheduled maintenance

Owner: Earl Reimer

403-277-8621
1212 Edmonton Trail NE

Names you know... names you can trust!
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The First Centre Street Bridge

cont. from page 3

As soon as the bridge was opened, it proved popular not only for
pedestrian use but for city contractors now able to not only haul gravel
from the North Hill to construction sites downtown, but to dispose of clay
from the same excavations at the foot of the hill. Heavy commercial use
had the immediate effect of accelerating wear and tear on the structure,
and the bridge company began an acrimonious battle with the city over
upkeep and maintenance. While the city admitted to some responsibility
in the matter, very little in the way of upkeep ever materialized. Not long
after it was built, the bridge company offered to sell it to the city for its
original $17,000 cost; the city however wasn’t interested even when the
asking price was lowered to $10,000.
By the spring of 1911, the Bow River Bridge Company’s forbearance had
reached a tipping point. A toll gate was erected by the company, with fees
instituted for both pedestrian and vehicular traffic in an effort to offset
ongoing maintenance costs. No less a personage than Calgary mayor
John Mitchell then jumped into the fray following numerous complaints by
both contractors and by North Hill residents who had come to rely on the
bridge, most of whom were now taxpayers (and voters) following the 1910
city annexation. A public debate ensued, which resulted in the company
re-opening the bridge at no cost to all traffic save heavy commercial
vehicles, which would thereafter be banned from crossing. At the time,
peak daily traffic was estimated by the company to be 2,000 pedestrians
and 200 vehicles.

The city continued to be unwilling to purchase the bridge and then adopted
a “wait and see” approach to defer any decision until after the annual
Bow River runoff in 1911, as the possibility existed that the increasinglydilapidated structure might then be swept away. When this didn’t occur,
the city agreed to lease the structure with the intent of purchasing it
outright, subject to by-law approval by taxpayers. Taxpayers however
voted against the recommended $7,000 purchase price in 1911 and a
price reduction to $5,000 early the following year was also defeated at
the polls.
On a separate front, the city had recently extended streetcar service to
Crescent Heights, thereby lessening the impact of any future disruptions
in bridge access, and at the same time weakening the bridge company’s
negotiating position.
By 1912, plans were underway for a new Center Street bridge; the old
one by then was open strictly for pedestrian traffic. Since little opportunity
existed for the bridge company to recoup its investment, it finally agreed
to sell the old bridge to the city for just $1,300 and the ownership change
took place in June of that year. It wasn’t until 1914 that plans were
finalized for the new bridge, and construction wasn’t underway until 1915.
Although the old bridge was (technically) still standing in early 1915, it
proved unable to survive a further Bow River flood session in June of that
year. After having been rammed by a barrage of logs which had escaped
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF

The remains of the old Centre Street Bridge, looking NE to East Crescent Heights.
Glenbow NA 1475-2
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A special “thank you” to
Claude Haslam
for helping to deliver
The Crescent View.
Your volunteer efforts are very
much appreciated!

We welcome Social Services patients!

ABOUT U DENTAL
We treat you as family!
DR. DAVID DYRHOLM, DDS
DR. MATTHEW J. KARAVOS; DDS

November 2014 CHCA Calendar

After hours emergencies accepted
Dental hygienist on site
All services provided by general dentists
Open 6 days/week - including evenings
Direct-billing to your insurance available

11 ........................... CHCA Board Meeting 7:30-9pm
18 ........................... CHCA Traffic & Planning Meeting 7-9pm
25 ........................... CHCA Traffic & Planning Meeting 7-9pm
Traffic and Planning meetings are open to the public.

November at the Hall

New Patients Welcome!

SUNDAYS:
MONDAYS:

CALL US AT 403-288-4444
#102-16 AVENUE NE

TUESDAYS:
WEDNESDAYS:

WEBSITE: WWW. ABOUTUDENTAL.COM
EMAIL: INFO@ABOUTUDENTAL.COM

FREE PA R K I N G!
5)&$3&4$&/57*&8
IS THE OFlCIAL NEWSLETTER OF THE
#RESCENT (EIGHTS
#OMMUNITY !SSOCIATION
0ROUDLY PUBLISHED BY

"EST 3ERVICE
"EST 1UALITY
"EST 6ALUE


04 ........................... CHCA Traffic & Planning Meeting 7-9pm

THURSDAYS:

Pentecostal Church Public Service 10am – noon
Fitness Class 5-7pm, call Lana 403-999-5373
Dance and Fitness 7:30 – 9:30pm
CHCA Board and Traffic meetings - all welcome!
Tai Chi 7:00 –9:00pm
Fitness Class 5:30-8pm, call Lana 403-999-5373
Yoga, 8-9pm, for info email: mike@jonesco.ab.ca

For more a more detailed Hall Calendar and for event and activities
contact information please visit:
http://www.calgaryarea.com/nw/crescenthts/calendar/diary.asp
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PLEASE RECYCLE
THIS NEWSLETTER!
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The First Centre Street Bridge

cont. from page 5

from the upstream Eau Claire Lumber Company, the north span of the
bridge failed on Saturday, June 26th, and after separating, began to float
downstream.
Aboard were City Engineer Craig and City Commissioner Garden, who
had decided to inspect it despite their having been forewarned of the
bridge’s instability by a guard posted at the southern approach. Also
aboard was an unidentified “foreigner”, likely of Italian descent, according
to the Herald’s initial report. Two city workers poled off in a rowboat after
Commissioner Garden, and although he managed to grab a towrope
they’d thrown him, the pair were unable to pull him aboard. Meanwhile,
Calgary Fire Department Chief “Cappy” Smart and his men had quickly
lowered grappling ropes from the Langevin Bridge in an attempt to rescue
those aboard the rowboat. Their efforts were thwarted when a number
of other well-meaning observers also lowered ropes, which they had
neglected to secure to the bridge. After those in the rowboat had failed to
grab the correct lines, their drifting boat was finally pulled in by Cappy’s
crew and Chief of Police Alfred Cuddy near St. George’s Island, and
the Commissioner and his two rescuers were then safe and sound. City
Engineer Craig had earlier saved himself by scrambling up some timber
on the north side of the river. The “foreigner”, who had also ventured onto
the bridge despite being warned not to do so, was unfortunately drowned.
It later turned out that he was in fact Bridgeland resident Edwin Tambling,
54, another city employee working on the footings for the new bridge.
The intact southern portion of the old bridge was later used to transport
men and material to the site of the new bridge once construction was
underway. Afterward, what remained of the old bridge’s iron structure was
then sold as scrap by the city to the provincial Highways Department for
$1700, resulting in a profit to the city of $400! It would seem that Calgary
taxpayers were prescient in their earlier decisions not to purchase the old
bridge at the price levels first sought.
Readers might also be interested to know that the 1915 $375,000
Centre Street Bridge project eventually approved by Calgary voters was
a somewhat more modest undertaking than the proposed $469,000
structure turned down the previous year. Plans for an even more elaborate
bridge designed by Thomas Mawson in 1913 as part of his comprehensive
“Vienna on the Bow” plan for Calgary were rejected by city council in view
of the estimated $10,000,000 cost to implement the entire plan. In any
event, one of Mawson’s two proposed bridge designs would have become
obsolete very quickly as it called for a “funicular” elevator on the north
section of the bridge to transport vehicles and pedestrians from the base
of the North Hill to the top. Following completion, it wouldn’t have been too
many years before a serious traffic bottleneck would have ensued.
A bit of a postscript to the sad story of the first Centre Street Bridge:
following the 2013 flood, some sharp-eyed pedestrians crossing the east
side of the present bridge have noticed three parallel I-beams projecting
upward in the centre of the Bow River, just visible beneath the water’s
surface about 100 yards east of the bridge. The I-beams weren’t apparent
prior to the 2013 flood and the flood action likely uprooted them from the
.OVEMBER 

riverbed. It’s quite possible that what can now be seen is in fact a section
of the old bridge’s superstructure.
References: Hugh Dempsey, “Calgary, Spirit of the West”; Eric Gormley,
“The Village and the City”; Harry Sanders, “Historic Walks of Calgary”; the
Calgary Daily Herald and Morning Albertan issues of June 28-3, 1915; City
of Calgary papers held at Calgary Corporate Archives re: correspondence
with the Bow River Bridge Company

Newsletter editorial deadlines
The Crescent View is published ten times per year. Please email your
articles or event listings, as an attachment in MS Word, to Elizabeth
Stady at chcaview@gmail.com.
Editorial deadline: The 10th of each month for the following month. For
example: To be published in the June issue, the deadline is May 10.
Special September issue deadline: August 5 (to accommodate all the
‘back-to-school’ material).
Remember: the July/August issue is combined into one publication
and so is the December/January issue. The deadlines for these two
issues are June 10 and November 10 respectively.

Empties for equipment
Crescent Heights High School’s monthly drop-off bottle drives for 2014
restarted September 13. Thanks for helping support various clubs and
teams - your donations make a huge difference to us! Drop-offs take
place the second Saturday of the month from 10 am - noon.
Upcomig dates: Nov 8, Dec 13, Jan 10, Feb 14, Mar 14, April 11, May 9
and June 13. Thanks for your continuing support!

Message from
Councillor Druh Farrell
Debt, Growth, and Budgets – looking for a better way
Calgary remains one of the fastest growing cities in North America. Every
five years, Calgary adds roughly the population of the City of Regina to
its borders. During my time in office, from 2001 to today, our population
has grown by 36%, with over 100% of growth occurring on the edges of
the city as older communities hollowed out, causing pressure on both our
capital and operating budgets to service these new areas.
With the city’s four-year budget deliberations quickly approaching, City
Council will once again consider how to fund rapidly increasing demands
for infrastructure and services with limited funding. Although a thorough
debate on priorities is planned, the lion’s share of our budget choices will
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF
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Neighbourfest 2014

The organizers of Neighbourfest 2014 would like to say, “Thank
you!” for your participation in Neighbourfest 2014 and in
helping to celebrate diversity with us. Your support of our
Crescent Heights Community and the community at large is
very much appreciated!

Adriana Boss Marlene Foley Jack Lawson Leslie Marion
Nora Kirkham
John McDermid Mike Hartley
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Councillor Farrell cont. from page 7
continue to be shaped by past and future decisions on how we grow as
a city.

have been sounding the alarm on growth and debt for many years, and
our new City Manager, Jeff Fielding, also recognizes the urgency of our
growth, debt, and budget challenges. In next month’s article I will talk
about how the City, working with the development industry, is seeking a
sustainable model that will balance the demands of a growing city.

A booming city poses a number of dilemmas. Growth is costly. Calgary’s
debt is directly related to growth, with 75% of our infrastructure investment
going to support new development. Earlier this year, Council debated on
whether we should raise Calgary’s self-imposed debt limit to facilitate
more growth. I was strongly opposed to this for three reasons: Calgary
has the highest debt-per-capita ratio of any city in Canada; it would enable
new development in areas that are not ready, forcing us into further debt;
capital investment requires additional operating and maintenance dollars.
Thankfully, most of Council agreed with my position and took the advice
of our Chief Financial Officer and chose not to raise the debt limit, but the
question of how to pay for all our new residents’ needs continues.
Most new operating costs also go to accommodate growth, and yet the
city needs to approve new communities to house all of our newcomers. In
the past, Calgary chose to build outwards, ever-expanding the city limits
with low-density neighbourhoods. Low-density residential communities
never pay for themselves, so this growth pattern came with a significant
cost that will continue long into the future.
So that’s the bad news. But if the status quo isn’t working, what is the
alternative? The good news is that a lot of work is already underway. I

.OVEMBER 
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)BMMOE4USFFU/8
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMM
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMDIDBWJFX!HNBJMDPN
130(3".4"/%&7&/54"55)&)"-$BMZY"SU4IPX4BUVSEBZ 0DUBOE4VOEBZ 0DU
BNoQNBUUIFDPNNVOJUZIBMM
46/%":41FOUFDPTUBM$IVSDI1VCMJD4FSWJDFBNoOPPO
.0/%":4'JUOFTT$MBTTQN DBMM-BOB
%BODFBOE'JUOFTToQN
56&4%":4$)$"5SBöDBOE1MBOOJOH.FFUJOHTPQFOUPQVCMJD
8&%/&4%":45BJ$IJoQN
5)634%":4'JUOFTT$MBTTQN'PSJOGPDBMM-BOB
:PHBoQN JOGPFNBJMNJLF!KPOFTDPBCDB
'PSNPSFBNPSFEFUBJMFE)BMM$BMFOEBSBOEGPSFWFOUBOEBDUJWJUJFT
DPOUBDUJOGPSNBUJPOQMFBTFWJTJU
IUUQXXXDBMHBSZBSFBDPNOXDSFTDFOUIUTDBMFOEBSEJBSZBTQ
8JME3PTF6OJUFE$IVSDI5VSLFZ4VQQFSXJUI1JF
4BUVSEBZ /PW5XPTJUUJOHTQNBOEQN
"EVMUT 4FOJPST :PVUI   $IJMESFO  
6OEFSGSFF'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPODBMM
8JME3PTF6OJUFEJTMPDBUFEBU4USFFU/8
$SFTDFOU)FJHIUT)JHI4DIPPM&NQUJFTGPSFRVJQNFOU
$SFTDFOU )FJHIUT )JHI 4DIPPMT NPOUIMZ ESPQPõ CPUUMF ESJWFT IBWF
TUBSUFEVQBHBJO5IBOLTGPSIFMQJOHTVQQPSUWBSJPVTDMVCTBOE
UFBNTZPVSEPOBUJPOTNBLFBIVHFEJõFSFODFUPVT%SPQPõTUBLF
QMBDFUIFTFDPOE4BUVSEBZPGUIFNPOUIGSPNBNOPPO6QDPNJH
EBUFT/PW %FD +BO 'FC .BS "QSJM .BZBOE+VOF
5IBOLTGPSZPVSDPOUJOVJOHTVQQPSU



"OOVBM'MFB.BSLFU4BUVSEBZ /PWFNCFSUIBNUPQN
5BCMFT$POUBDU-JOEBBUGPSJOGPSNBUJPO
#PUUMFESPQ%SPQZPVSCPUUMFTPõBU)BMM1BSLJOHMPUUIFMBTU4BUVSEBZ
PGFWFSZNPOUIBOETVQQPSU3$"FWFOUTBOE$BMHBSZ%SPQ*O$FOUSF
'SJEBZ1VC/JHIU3FOGSFX1VCJTPQFOJOUIF4PDJBM3PPNEPXOTUBJST
JOUIFIBMMFWFSZ'SJEBZFWFOJOHGSPNQNUPDMPTF'SJFOEMZCBSUFOEFST
BOEGSFFQPPM EBSUT GPPTCBMMBOETIV÷FCPBSE4FFZPVUIFSF
"EVMU1VC/JHIU"DPVTUJD+BN 'SJEBZ/PWFNCFS
8FXJMMCFIPTUJOHBOBEVMUPOMZBDPVTUJD+BNPO/PWUIJOUIFQVC
#SJOHZPVSWPJDF ZPVSJOTUSVNFOUTBOEZPVSTPVM NBO"OEEPOUGPSHFU
ZPVSGSJFOET
3FOGSFX6OJUFE$IVSDI&WFOUT
4BUVSEBZ /PWFNCFSo$PõFF1BSUZoBN
'SJEBZ /PWFNCFSo4FOJPST$BSE1BSUZoQN
4BUVSEBZ /PWFNCFSo1PJOTFUUJB5FB#B[BBSoUPQN

."3-#0306()
$BMHBSZ.BSMCPSPVHI$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM.BSMCPSPVHI8BZ/&1I
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMMPSFNBJM
DBMNBSDB!UFMVTOFU
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMDNDDOFXT!ZBIPPDPN
0QFO4UBHFOJHIUT/PWFNCFS
+BNTFTTJPOTJO5IF'JSFTJEF-PVOHFoBMMXFMDPNF"MXBZTMPPLJOHGPS
NVTJDJBOTUPTJOHPSQMBZ BOEBOBVEJFODFUPFOUFSUBJO.VTJDTUBSUT
BSPVOEQN

61$0.*/(&7&/54
)PMJEBZ$SBGUBOE4DIPMBTUJD#PPL'BJS/PWGSPNBNQN
-PDBUJPO.BSMCPSPVHI1BSL$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
.BEJHBO%SJWF/&
+FMMZ#FBO%BODF'SJEBZ /PWFNCFS oQN
"(&4"/%6/%&3 1BSFOUTVQFSWJTJPOBEWJTFEGPSZPVOHFSDIJMESFO
1PQ IPUEPHTDBOEZGPSTBMF-PUTPGEBODFDPOUFTUTBOEEPPSQSJ[FT
#SFBLGBTUXJUI4BOUB%FDFNCFS
5IFSFXJMMCFBHJGUGSPN4BOUBGPSDIJMESFOXIPBSFSFHJTUFSFE
3FHJTUSBUJPO %FBEMJOF %FDFNCFS    /P XBMLJOT BMMPXFE "MM
DIJMESFO BUUFOEJOH NVTU CF BDDPNQBOJFE CZ BU MFBTU POF QBSFOU PS
HVBSEJBO
.FNCFST 'BNJMZPG$IJME BHFT 
"EVMU BHFT VOEFSGSFF
.VTUQSFTFOUDVSSFOU.1$"DBSEUPSFDFJWFNFNCFSTQSJDF
/PONFNCFST 'BNJMZPG$IJME BHFT 
"EVMU BHFT VOEFSGSFF
#MPPE4FSWJDFT$MJOJD%FDFNCFSGSPNBNUPQN
/FX:FBST&WF1BSUZ%FDFNCFS
QFSDPVQMFGPSNFNCFSTQFSDPVQMFGPSOPONFNCFST
*ODMVEFTEJOOFS QBSUZGBWPSTBOEEPPSQSJ[FT5JDLFUTXJMMCFBWBJMBCMFUP
QVSDIBTFBUUIFIBMMCFHJOOJOH/PWFNCFS
$0$,5"*-4"5QN%*//&3"5QN%"/$&"5QN
.BSMCPSPVHI1BSL1SF4DIPPM5IFSFBSFTUJMMBGFXTQBDFTBWBJMBCMF
1MFBTFDBMMUIFPöDFBU
7JCSBOU4QFBLFST5PBTUNBTUFST$MVC
$PNFBOEMFBSOUPDPNNVOJDBUFXJUIDPOmEFODF(VFTUTBSFBMXBZT
XFMDPNF .FFUJOHT BSF PO .POEBZT BU QN BU .BSMCPSPVHI 1BSL
$PNNVOJUZ$FOUSF$BMM#FOBUGPSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO

+&--:#&"/%"/$&'SJEBZ /PWFNCFS oQN
"(&4"/%6/%&3 1BSFOUTVQFSWJTJPOBEWJTFEGPSZPVOHFSDIJMESFO
1PQ IPUEPHTDBOEZGPSTBMF-PUTPGEBODFDPOUFTUTBOEEPPSQSJ[FT
#FmU"HF8FMM&YFSDJTF$MBTTFT'SJEBZoBNTUBSUJOH4FQU
$PTUGPSDMBTTFTQMVTDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTIJQ5PSFHJTUFSDBMM
UIFPöDF!$FSUJmFE"MCFSUB'JUOFTT-FBEFSTQFDJBMJ[JOH
JO"SUISJUJTBHJOHXFMMFYFSDJTFT
:PHB$MBTTFT5XPXFFLMZDMBTTFTTUBSUJOH
.PO4FQUBUQNBOE5IVST4FQUBUoQN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOBOEUPSFHJTUFSDBMM.BSH!
PSFNBJMNBSHBSFUCFSHFS!TIBXDB
$ISJTUNBT$SBGU4BMF/PW BNoQN
UBCMFTPGIBOEDSBGUFEJUFNTIPVSMZESBXTGPSTIPQQJOHTQSFFT
4UPQCZUIFDPODFTTJPOGPSBGSFFDPõFFPSUFB5IJTJTZPVSPOFTUPQTIPQ
GPS $ISJTUNBT HPPEJFT  LOJUUJOH  PSOBNFOUT  XPPE XPSLJOHT  KFXFMFSZ 
IPOFZ RVJMUT QPUUFSZBOEQMFOUZNPSF
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Connections
36/%-&
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3VOEMF$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM4U/&
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMM
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMSVNCMFT!TIBXDB

i*MJWFJO$SPTTSPBETw
$SPTTSPBET$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM"WFOVF/&1I
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMMUIFIBMMBU
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMDPOWFOPSFEJUPS!HNBJMDPN
'BDFCPPLQBHFIUUQPOGCNFGRRK-(

$3"'54"-&/PWFNCFS BNoQN
*GZPVBSFBIPNFDSBGUFS QMFBTFDPOUBDUVTUPCPPLZPVSUBCMFGPSPVS
DPNNVOJUZDSBGUTBMFUBCMF DPOUBDU8FOEZBU

8*/450/)54ʰ.06/57*&8
8JOTUPO)UT.PVOUWJFX$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM"WFOVF/&
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMMPS
&NBJMIBMMNBOBHFS!XJOTUPOIFJHIUTDB
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMOFXTMFUUFS!XJOTUPOIFJHIUTDB
4BOUBT#SFBLGBTU$SBGU4BMF.BSLZPVSDBMFOEBST
4BUVSEBZ %FDFNCFSBOESVOTGSPNBNUPQN
4BOUBJTBWFSZCVTZHVZUIJTUJNFPGZFBS CVUIFXJMMCFNBLJOHBO
BQQFBSBODFBUPVSDPNNVOJUZIBMMo"WF/&
*GZPVEMJLFUPWPMVOUFFS QMFBTFFNBJMOFXTMFUUFS!XJOTUPOIFJHIUTDB
PSJGZPVSFJOUFSFTUFEJOCFJOHBWFOEPSBUUIFDSBGUTBMF JOGPSNBUJPOJT
BWBJMBCMFBUXJOTUPOIFJHIUTDB
'JUOFTT$MBTTFTGPSUIF0MEFS"EVMU$MBTTFTQFSTPO5IFTFDMBTTFT
BSFESPQJO OPOFFEUPSFHJTUFS KVTUDPNFPVUBOEFOKPZ
8F XJMM CF PõFSJOH ZPHB FWFSZ5VFTEBZ BU BN BOE ;VNCB (PME
FWFSZTFDPOE5IVSTEBZBUBN0VSEBZTGPS/PWFNCFSBSFUIFUI
BOEUIBOEPVSEBUFTGPS%FDFNCFSBSFUIBOEUI"TXFMM JGZPV
IBWFBOZRVFTUJPOTBCPVUUIFDMBTTFTZPVDBODPOUBDU.BSZ#FUI8BMTI
BU  
#PPL$MVC8FNFFUBUUIFIBMMJOUIFCPBSESPPNGSPNUPQN
5VFTEBZ /PWFNCFSUI")PVTFJOUIF4LZCZ"NBOEB-JOEIPVUBOE
4BSB $PSCFUU XJMM CF PVS CPPL DMVC TFMFDUJPO 'PS NPSF JOGPSNBUJPO
DPOUBDU.BSZ#FUI8BMTIBUNBSZCFUIXBMTIO!HNBJMDPNPSBU  


"SFB&WFOUTBOE
3FTPVSDF(VJEF

5IF3VOEMF4VNNJU1VCBUUIFIBMM3VOEMFTCFTULFQUTFDSFU
5IF4VNNJU1VCBMTPPõFSTQPPMUBCMFT EBSUCPBSET BTXFMMBTDSJCCBHF
HBNFT PO 5VFTEBZ BOE FVDISF PO 5IVSTEBZT 8JOH OJHIU JT TUJMM PO
8FEOFTEBZT'BNJMJFTBSFXFMDPNF/FXNFOV$IFDLJUPVU
5&9"4)0-%&.0/4BUVSEBZOJHIUTBUQN
/05&UBLJOHBCSFBLPWFSUIFTVNNFS
$SJC/JHIUBUUIF3VOEMF4VNNJU1VC5VFTEBZTUPQN
/05&UBLJOHBCSFBLPWFSUIFTVNNFS
,BSBPLFBUUIF3VOEMF4VNNJU1VC#SJOHZPVSTJOHJOHWPJDFBOE
XBSCMFZPVSGBWPVSJUFUVOF)BMMPXFFO,BSBPLF 0DUPCFS
'VOCFHJOTBUQN/0$)"3(&1SJ[FTGPSDPTUVNFT
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$SPTTSPBET8JOUFS'BNJMZ'FTUJWBM4VOEBZ/PWFNCFSUI
$PNFNFFUZPVSOFJHICPSTBOECVJMEZPVSDPNNVOJUZCZWPMVOUFFSJOHBU
UIF8JOUFS'BNJMZ'FTUJWBM7PMVOUFFS4IJGUTGSPNBNQN NFBMT
JODMVEFE7PMVOUFFST BHF  BOE VQ $BMM .FMPEZ )PMNFT BU 
 PSFNBJMNFMPEZI!DBMHBSZGBNJMZPSHUPHFUJOWPMWFE
$SPTTSPBET1VC/JHIU'SJEBZ/PWFNCFSUI
+PJO'SBOLGPSTPNF$PNNVOJUZGVO
)PSJ[PO%JTUSJDU3FVOJPO1PUMVDL
GPS-&"%&34BTTPDJBUFEXJUI)PSJ[PO%JTUSJDU(*3-(6*%&4
4VOEBZ /PWFNCFS BNUPQNBUUIF$SPTTSPBET$PNNVOJUZ$FOUSF
4IBSFZPVSNFNPSJFT GSJFOETIJQBOETUPSJFT5FMMVTBCPVUZPVS(VJEJOH
ZFBST VOJUT DBNQTFUD#SJOHZPVSDBNQEJTIFT GBWPSJUFQPUMVDLEJTI
BOEGPSFTTFOUJBMT
3471FMBJOFMJOHOBV!ZBIPPDBDBMM

.PVOU1MFBTBOU$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMMOE"WFOVF/8
)BMM3FOUBMT$BMMPSFNBJM
IBMMSFOUBMT!NQDBDB
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMQVCMJDJUZ!NQDBDB
1MFBTBOU5JNFTo6QQFS)BMM "WF/8
1MFBTBOU5JNFTJTBOBEVMUTPOMZHSPVQUIBUNFFUTBUQNPOUIFOE
8FEOFTEBZPGFBDINPOUIJOUIF6QQFS)BMM "WF/8
+PJOVTGPSHPPEDPOWFSTBUJPO HBNFT SFGSFTINFOUT BOEUIFPQQPSUV
OJUZUPBEEZPVSJEFBTGPSPVUJOHTBOEPUIFSBDUJWJUJFT*GZPVEMJLFUP
KPJOVTPSCFJOGPSNFEPGPVSQMBOOFEBDUJWJUJFTBOEUSJQTJOBEWBODF 
QMFBTFDPOUBDU-JOEBBU  PSMPIBOMPO!UFMVTOFU
#PPL$MVCUI5VFTEBZPGUIFNPOUIGSPNUPQNJOUIF-PXFS)BMM
0VS/PWFNCFSUICPPLXJMMCF5IF:FBS0ME.BO8IP$MJNCFE
0VU5IF8JOEPX"OE%JTBQQFBSFECZ+POBT+POBTTPO8FEPOUIBWFB
NFFUJOHJO%FDFNCFS
.1$"1MBZHSPVQ5IF.PVOU1MFBTBOU1MBZHSPVQJTBQBSFOUBOEUPU
QMBZUJNFJOUIF.1$"MPXFSIBMM1SPHSBNTBSFIFME.POEBZUP'SJEBZ
NPSOJOHT GSPN  BN UP BN 'PS NPSF JOGPSNBUJPO ZPV DBO
FNBJMNQQDIBJS!HNBJMDPN

#3*%(&-"/%ʰ3*7&34*%&
#SJEHFMBOE3JWFSTJEF$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
)BMM$FOUSF"WFOVF/&
1I )BMMFNBJMIBMM!CSDBDBMHBSZPSH
/FXTMFUUFSFNBJMOFXTMFUUFS!CSDBDBMHBSZPSH
7JTJUPVSXFCTJUFBUXXXCSDBDBMHBSZPSHGPSBDPNQMFUF
MJTUJOHPGQSPHSBNTBOEDMBTTFT
#JH1-"/4GPS-JUUMF,JET%PZPVIBWFRVFTUJPOTBCPVUXIFUIFSZPV
DIJME JT SFBEZ GPS LJOEFSHBSUFO  3PTFEBMF 1MBZTDIPPM QSFTFOUT B GSFF
FWFOJOHXJUI)FBUIFS,JOBIBO#&E #4DBOEFEVDBUJPOBMDPPSEJOBUPS
GPS#JH1-"/4GPS-JUUMF,JET4IFXJMMCFTQFBLJOHBCPVU,JOEFSHBSUFO
3FBEJOFTT +PJO VT PO /PWFNCFS UI BU  QN BU UIF #SJEHFMBOE
DPNNVOJUZIBMM1MFBTF3471UPXXXSPTFEBMFQMBZTDIPPMDPN

In Flanders Fields - by John McCrae
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
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We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields

4HE #RESCENT 6IEW

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.


Neighbour to Neighbour (N2N)
All new fashions
all the time!

403-508-2033

"SSJWJOH
OPX

Neighbour to Neighbour (N2N) in collaboration with the Crescent Heights Community Association
would like to introduce our Neighbour to Neighbour Travelling Table to the Crescent Heights
Community. Watch for the N2N table as it travels through your neighbourhood. We will be in a
variety of locations in Crescent Heights and serve as a gathering place for individuals and families
who work live and play in the area, to meet, have coffee/refreshments, become informed of services
and resources available in Crescent Heights and surrounding communities and most importantly,
engage in conversation. If you would like us to visit your street, business location or organization,
please email your request to us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/N2NCalgary
Neighbour to Neighbour is a collaborative effort, organized by local residents in Crescent Heights
whose goal is to improve quality of life in our community.

Building Safe Communities
Guns and Gangs
Please join us and Sgt. Jason Walker of the Calgary Police Service Guns and Gangs Unit for a
FREE informative session on the current organized crime and gang landscape in Calgary. Topics
will include the types of criminal organizations and gangs in Calgary, the sophistication of technology
in organized crime, and an overview of the Calgary Police Service Gang Strategy.
Wednesday, November 19th at the Bowness Community hall (7904 43 Avenue NW) from 7 to
9:00pm. FREE to the public but space is limited.
For more information and to register visit calgarycommunites.com/workshops-events

We are now accepting
new patients!
Early morning, evenings and Saturday appointments available.

4QFDJBMUZ
IPMJEBZTFBTPOQJFDFT
GPSZPV
BOEHJGUTGPSUIPTF
XIPNBLFZPVKPMMZ

JODMVEJOHCBCZUPZPVUI

36 - 4th Street NE
1½ blocks north of Memorial Drive
on southbound Edmonton Trail.

Mon: Noon-6pm
Tues to Thurs: 11am - 7pm
Fri: 11am-5pm
Sat: 10am-6pm Sun: Noon-4pm

FREE On site Parking!


939 General Ave NE • 403-262-1581
www.BridgelandDentalCare.com
4HE #RESCENT 6IEW
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Off the Shelf

Book review by Judith Umbach

Million Dollar Arm by J.B. Bernstein
Million Dollar Arm, the book, is the story of how a rich, powerful, driven
man got taken down a peg or two while stumbling over real life. J.B.
Bernstein went almost blind into India to manufacture a great coup in
sports history. The chasm between his confident assumptions and social
reality for impoverished kids tore through his admitted arrogance to turn
life around for his two baseball protégés and for himself.

the country that perfected bureaucracy.
Although the book is full of the contrasts between India and the US, the pull
of the narrative is Bernstein’s personal development. Without self-pity he
reveals how this ludicrous project made him face his own character flaws,
even though he never abandoned his goal of finding Indian adolescents
who could pitch.

Everything on TV is a reality show these days, even though actual
“reality” happens when the cameras aren’t rolling. Bernstein and some
colleagues hatched a show based on the mathematical probability that in
a country (India) with more than a billion people there must be thousands
who could throw a fastball in American professional baseball. Albeit, the
overwhelmingly popular game in India was cricket. Sort of the same!

He found three boys. One boy never left India because he had no
documented proof of his own existence, an anguished disappointment
for Bernstein. Two boys came with him to California – they lived with him.
This alone is evidence of Bernstein’s personal growth, because as an
adult he deliberately lived alone and indulged his own desires.

J.B. Bernstein had credentials and money. His day job (12/7/365 actually)
was representing four international sports stars in the marketplace of
endorsements – big bucks and fast action. Fortunately, he only needed 2
hours sleep a night, so he had lots of time to do something else – NOT!
Loaded with a how-hard-can-it-be attitude, he flies off to India with a tight
production schedule in mind. Tight production schedules are unknown in

Dinesh and Rinku, struggling mightily with culture shock, endured training
routines designed to develop professional pitching muscle memory
inside of one year, an almost impossible feat. Innate good nature and
deep appreciation for this astonishing opportunity made them acceptable
pitchers and outstanding heroes in their own homes. Bernstein went on
to plan Season Two!

4VQQPSUZPVS$PNNVOJUZ
#VZ:PVS.FNCFSTIJQ5PEBZ
$SFTDFOU)FJHIUT$PNNVOJUZ"TTPDJBUJPO
.FNCFSTIJQ"QQMJDBUJPO'PSN
7PUJOH 3FTJEFOUT

□ 4JOHMF  



□ )PVTFIPME  



1MFBTFNBJMUIJTGPSN
XJUIZPVSDIFRVFUP
$)$"
OE4USFFU/8
$BMHBSZ "MCFSUB5.7

□ 4FOJPS QFSQFSTPO

/PO7PUJOH #VTJOFTTBOE/PO3FTJEFOUT

□ "TTPDJBUF  



□ #VTJOFTT 
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Area Classified Ads

CASH
CHEQUE

All Classified ads must be prepaid
Call 403-276-8108 to book your ad.
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ATTENTION BUSINESS OWNERS!

Kindermusik at Renfrew Hall. Sing, play and
learn with your child. For more info call (403)
457-4126 or email: placusta@me.com

Tony Peterson Eavestrough
Free estimates, prompt service, quality work
Call Tony 403-230-7428 (Since 1990)

Music lessons - Preschoolers to adults.
In-home or studio. Call 403-689-9464 or
email info@wingspanschoolofmusic.com

$-&"/*/(4&37*$&4

)"/%:."/4&37*$&4

1"*/5*/(4&37*$&4

Are you buying or selling a business?
Are you behind in your taxes?
Need assistance in
business development
Corporate, Personal
& Business tax filing.
35 year’s experience

Please Call: Ferose Rattani
Certified Practising Accountant
Tel: 403 230 3030
E Mail: ferose@telus.net

"/*."-3&4$6&

Adopt - Foster - Volunteer - Donate
Our volunteers range in age from
young children to seniors and all
are animal-lovers who are looking to
make a difference.

To learn more, please visit
www.aarcs.ca

#&%#3&",'"45
Hughes’ House B & B. Crescent Hts. area.
Family-friendly. Visiting relative specials.
403.804.4431 Visit www.hugheshouse.ca

#&--:%"/$*/(
Lotus Belly Dance Studio with Ariellah
Beginner to Advanced - Mon-Thr and Sat
www.bellydancetoo.com Call (403) 247-9776
or email: lotusbellydance@shaw.ca

HATE PAINTING? We love it!

ONLY PERFECT CLEANING SERVICES
References/Bonded. Free est. Non-abrasive,
ph-neutral, biodegradable supplies + microfibre cloths for top quality residential cleaning.
Call (403) 719-4052 or (587) 434-0798.
Experienced, reliable, bonded residential
cleaner is now accepting new clients.
Please call Natasha at 403-999-3603
TLC CLEANING, Licensed, Insured,
Bonded, WCB Covered, excellent rates
and references, enviro friendly options too!
Free estimates, call Carol at 403-614-8522
Small-Med. Home and Office Cleaning
Wk./Bi-wk./monthly rates. Enviro-friendly.
dclutternow@yahoo.com; 403-689-9464

)0.&*.1307&.&/5
Tub tired looking-hard to clean-don’t like the
color? Call Obe / Arlene at BathMaster for
all refinishing needs! Call 403-293-4810
or calgary.bath@bathmaster.com
NSP SERVICES - Deck Renovation:
SANDING, PAINTING, WOOD WORK
Free estimates. CALL 403-999-3603

%0(,&//&-4&37*$&4

Home
Re-Design

WINDCREST
KENNELS

Transform your existing decor into the
dream home you’ve always wanted!

(403) 285-9303

FREE QUOTE: (403) 862-5577

www.mackenziecreativeservices.com

243190 RAINBOW ROAD
Serving Calgary for over 23 yrs!

%":)0.&
Sadochok Preschool/Daycare. Close to
downtown. Full & part time spots available.
http://www.ukrainianpreschool.ca
More info, please call 403-264-3437.
Tuxedo Park Dayhome - nutritious meals.
Qualified Educators. Call 403 276-4368 or
403 771-0088, Gina For Sept. openings.

‘TEXT ONLY’ CLASSIFIED ADS

."35*"-"354

3 editions: 10% OFF 5 editions: 15% OFF 10 editions: 20% OFF

Text ads only. Prices do not include GST.

403-830-4453
dage@shaw.ca

1*-"5&4
Drop- In Pilates $8. Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 pm
Renfrew Baptist Church Basement
1204 Renfrew Dr. N.E. 403 277-2292
Certified Instructor - Everyone Welcome!

1-6.#*/(4&37*$&4

Calgary Comfort
by Design Ltd

(403) 404-2255

FALL SPECIAL! - Black Dragon Taekwondo
2 for 1 memberships / $50. Call for booking/enrollment details - 403-601-1228.

Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
Kitchens, Bathrooms,
Custom Showers, Garage Heaters

.64*$"-*/5&3&454

4&/*034&37*$&4

Youth Choir (Mon) & Adult Choir (Wed) at
Scandinavian Ctr. 739-20 Ave NW. Call Marg
at 403-273-6681or m2468rabe@shaw.ca

LENDING SENIORS A HELPING HAND
Companionship, projects, errands, memory
books. 403-998-0051 tammy.str@shaw.ca

First three lines ...............$79 (less than $7.50/community)
Each additional line ..... +$15
Over 27,000
BOLD font .................... +$15
copies each
edition
Custom font ...........+$20/line
VALUE DISCOUNTS FOR FREQUENCY ADVERTISING

We also do repairs and small
renos to make your home more
functional and more beautiful.
Call us for reasonable rates
and careful detailed work.
Insured, with +15 years experience!

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS (BOXES)
Regular Size - 1 edition ................. $119 (+GST)
Regular Size - 5 editions ............... $479 (+GST)
Regular Size - 10 editions ............. $899 (+GST)
Large Size - 1 edition..................... $169 (+GST)
Large Size - 5 editions ................... $699 (+GST)
Large Size - 10 editions ............... $1299 (+GST)
Frequency discounts have been applied to multi-edition display rates.
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